Variations in terrestrial arthropod DNA metabarcoding methods recovers 1 robust beta diversity but variable richness and site indicators based on 2 exact sequence variants 3 4 Abstract 24
Introduction 44
45 organism, such as the cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) mitochondrial DNA 68 (mtDNA) marker that is the official animal barcode marker and has the largest 69 number of reference sequences for taxonomic identification. 13, 14 This method 70 produces ESVs (exact sequence variants) which are then compared to a 71 reference sequence database. The reference sequence database is built through 72 DNA barcoding of individual specimens identified using phenotypic characters. 73
The objective of this study was to establish the level of replication needed 74 for field sampling and DNA extraction procedures for COI metabarcoding of 75 terrestrial arthropods for biodiversity assessment. We assessed the influence of 76 different methods (Fig 2) . In our analysis of individually collected samples ( Fig  151   2A ), site and layer groups are clearly distinguished (NMDS: stress = 0.07, linear 152 fit R 2 = 0.96). We did not detect any significant beta dispersion (AVOVA: sites p 153 = 0.67, layers p = 0.18) or interactions between site and layer groups 154 (PERMANOVA: p = 0.06). In our analysis including samples derived from 155 manually pooling increasing numbers of cores ( Fig 2B) (NMDS: stress = 0.11, 156 linear fit R 2 = 0.99), we found significant beta dispersion among soil layer groups 157 (ANOVA: experiment p-value = 0.86, sites p-value = 0.19, layers p-value = 0.01) 158 but we proceeded with PERMANOVA because we had a statistically balanced 159 design. 17 We did not detect any significant interactions between site, layer, or 160 number of manually pooled samples (PERMANOVA, p-value > 0.05). In our 161 analysis including samples processed with 1 or 3 DNA extractions ( Fig 2C) 
162
(NMDS: stress = 0.12, linear fit R 2 = 0.93), we found significant beta dispersion 163 only among layer groups (ANOVA: experiment p-value = 0.89, sites p-value = 164 0.74, layers p-value = 0.09), and we did find a significant interaction among site, 165 layer, and experiment groups (p-value = 0.03). PERMANOVA results show that 166 sites, layers, and method differences explain only a small but significant amount 167 of the variation among samples, suggesting that other environmental factors 168 likely drive community dissimilarities in these samples (Table 1) . The asterisk (*) indicates significant results. 183
ESVs is similar across sties ( Fig 3) . The fine level taxonomic composition of site 188
indicator ESVs is not always resolved to the species rank because of our inability 189 to make high confidence taxonomic assignments. For improved readability, we 190 plotted heat trees summarized to the species rank although site indicator analysis 191 was conducted using ESVs. Where the same indicators appear to be detected 192 from both sites, this is often due to our inability to confidently identify the ESVs, 193 but the variation at the ESV level of resolution can distinguish among these sites 194 found in more than half the samples. We also illustrate how the taxonomic 209 composition of site indicator ESVs varies slightly according to the number of 210 manually pooled field samples, but in no consistent way ( Fig S8) ; and varies 211 minimally according to the number of DNA extractions used ( Fig S9) . However, 212
we did find that taxonomic diversity of site indicator ESVs across soil layers was 213 quite variable, with the majority of indicator ESVs recovered from the bryophyte 214 and organic layers ( Fig S10) . Our results highlight that the inclusion of replicate soil samples is critical to 231 detect maximum richness of arthropods that have patchy spatial distributions. 232
When we conducted richness calculations based on either ESVs or OTUs, 233 results based on OTUs showed slightly lower richness but the trends were 234 similar, i.e., increasing numbers of pooled samples resulted in a greater number 235 of sequence clusters detected. For ease of bioinformatic reproducibility and 236 comparability across studies, the use of exact sequence variants has been 237 encouraged by others and was the method adopted in the current study. 18 Both 238
ESVs and OTUs have been shown to perform similarly in biodiversity analyses 239 when calculating richness and beta diversity. 19 When analyses at a certain 240 taxonomic rank are needed, both ESVs and OTUs can be taxonomically 241 assigned. We also found that the comparison of beta diversity across sites is 242 robust to variations in field sampling methods. Changes in the number of pooled 243 DNA extractions from the same sample also produced similar results with respect 244 to richness and beta diversity. If resources are limited, a single DNA extraction 245 per sample would be sufficient to process well-homogenized soil samples. Our 246 results complement a previous study conducted across grassland, forest, and 247 cropland sites where differences in sampling methods (conventional morphology, 248
DNA metabarcodoing of bulk soil and extracted arthropods) resulted in differences in the detection of individual taxa, but yielded similar site level 250 diversity and composition. 11 Our results are also consistent with a previous 251 simulation study that used an earthworm dataset to show how multiple samples 252 from the same location sometimes recovered slightly different communities but 253 multiple DNA extractions from the same sample accurately detected the target 254 taxa. 20 With limited resources available, it would be more effective to put more 255 effort into replicating sampling at the field site level, than it is to spend the time 256 manually pooling field samples or performing replicate DNA extractions. We did 257 not, however, test the effect of collecting many replicate field samples and Richness, beta diversity, and indicator taxon analyses show differences 265 across soil layers. The higher arthropod richness we observed in the bryophyte 266 and organic layers is consistent with results from another Island Lake study that 267 used phenotypic classification of Collembola (springtails) and Oribatida (mites). 3 268
In the Rousseau et al., 2018 study, they showed higher density, biomass, and 269 diversity of springtails and mites in moss and organic soils compared mineral soil. that separating samples by soil horizon is a critical consideration for generating 272 comparable samples between sites. In addition, this horizon separation supports 273 the hypothesis that the moss layer is a critical resource for arthropods and its 274 recovery after disturbance is likely necessary for a return of mature forest soil 275 faunal communities. 3 In our study sites, minimal diversity would be missed if the 276 mineral layer was not sampled, but future work should test this across a broader 277 range of forest soils. These sampling considerations support the use of soil 278 arthropod CO1 metabarcoding as a scalable method for biomonitoring. 279
We know that current COI reference databases such as BOLD and 280
GenBank are not complete, fortunately database representation has been shown 281 to be improving year after year. 21 also conducted at Island lake with the taxa present in the COI classifier v3, we 288
found that 70% of their fully identified springtail and mite species (36% of genera) 289
were missing from the reference database. This further highlights the importance 290 of supplementing CO1 metabarcoding studies with local DNA barcoding to metabarcodes, however, can still be conducted whether or not the sequence 294 clusters have been taxonomically assigned. In this study, we showed beta 295 diversity comparisons using ordination and PERMANOVA that successfully 296 distinguished samples among sites without using any of our taxonomic 297 annotation data except for some upfront filtering of the dataset for arthropoda 298 sequences. We also showed how site indicators based on exact sequence 299 variants were successfully recovered even though taxonomic assignments to 300 more inclusive levels of resolution appeared similar across sites. Our results are 301 consistent with a previous study that showed how COI metabarcoding may At each site we chose a 2 m x 2 m area of continuous moss cover (Fig  329   S1 ). Starting in the northwest corner, we used a bread knife to cut a 5 cm x 10 330 cm x full depth volume of moss and placed it in a labeled zip top bag. We 331 sterilized the knife and spoon between samples by cleaning with 70% ethanol. 332
We then used a spoon to sample a 5 cm x 10 cm x full depth volume of the 333 organic horizon (LFH) and placed it in a labeled zip top bag. The top 10 cm of 334 the mineral horizon was sampled by hammering a 5 cm diameter x 10 cm long piece of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe into the mineral horizon, extracting it, and 336 placing it in a labeled zip-top bag. We repeated this procedure in a 6 x 6 grid (36 337 samples in total) with 20 cm spacing between each sample. In total we had 36 338 samples, with a subsample from each layer, at each site, for a total of 216 339 samples. Samples were immediately placed in a cooler with ice packs and were 340 frozen at -20C within several hours of collection. 341 342
Sample preparation 343
The wet weight was obtained for each sample. Bryophyte and organic 344 samples were separately homogenized using a knife mill and mineral samples 345 were homogenized by forcing them through a 0.2 mm sieve ( Fig S9) . The knife 346 mill and sieve were both rinsed with water and then cleaned with 70% ethanol 347 between samples. Samples from different soil layers were always kept separate. 348
To thoroughly sample the soil arthropod community, samples were processed by 349 subsampling 0.25 g of soil 3 times, extracting DNA from each replicate, and then 350 pooling the DNA prior to PCR (1C3E method, 1 core, 3 DNA extractions). To 351 assess the influence of using samples drawn from increased spatial sampling of 352 soil, we subsampled 1 g of soil from each homogenized bryophyte and organic 353 sample and 5 g of mineral soil to create composites drawn from each of 2, 4, 6, 
Bioinformatic methods 412
Reads were processed using the SCVUC v2.0 bioinformatic pipeline 413 available from GitHub at xxx. SCVUC is an acronym that stands for the major 414 programs/algorithms used in the pipeline: "S" SEQPREP, "C" CUTADAPT, "V" 415 VSEARCH, "U" USEARCH-unoise, "C" COI Classifier. At certain points 416 commands were run in parallel using GNU parallel. 33 First, the compressed fastq 417 raw reads were paired with SEQPREP using the default parameters except that 418 we required a minimum Phred score of 20 in the overlap region and a minimum 419 overlap of at least 25 bp. Primers were trimmed with CUTADAPT v1.10 with the 420 default settings except that we required a minimum length (after trimming) of at 421 least 150 bp, a minimum Phred score of 20 at the ends, allowing a maximum of 3 422 compressed FASTA files. We added the sample name to the FASTA headers 424 and concatenated all the sequences into a single file to permit the generation of 425 global ESVs below. Sequences were dereplicated with VSEARCH v2.5.0 with 426 the --derep_fulllength command, sequences comprised of identical substrings are 427 retained as unique sequences, and the number of reads in each cluster were 428 tracked with the --sizein --sizeout commands. Unique sequences were denoised 429 and a set of ESVs were generated with USEARCH v10.0.240 with the unoise3 430 algorithm. With this method, predicted sequence errors are corrected, putative 431
PhiX contamination is removed, putative chimeric sequences are removed, and 432 rare ESVs are removed. We defined rare ESVs as clusters containing only one 433 or two reads (singletons and doubletons) because it has been shown that rare 434 clusters tend to be predominantly comprised of reads with sequence errors. 34,35 435 In total, 41% of primer-trimmed reads belonging to rare ESVs were removed after 436 denoising. To compensate for a known bug in this version of the program, we 437 changed the 'Zotu' prefix in the FASTA file headers to 'Otu'. To assess the stability of results at varying levels of resolution, we 452 compared results based on ESVs and OTUs (operational taxonomic units). 453
Denoised ESVs from above were fed into the '--cluster_smallmem' command in 454 VSEARCH and OTU clusters based on 97% sequence similarity were generated. 455
These results were then processed as described above for ESVs, except that '--456 id 0.97' was used to map reads to the sample x OTU table. 457 458
Data analysis 459
The BE and F230 taxonomy tables were prepared at the command line, 460
with Perl, and analyzed in R v3.4.3 with scripts available from GitHub at xxx. 36 461
The 'vegan' v2.4-6 package in R was used to plot rarefaction curves using the 462 'rarecurve' function. 37 Rarefaction to the 15 th percentile was performed in vegan 463 with the 'rrarefy' function. This was done to minimize library size bias in diversity 464 comparisons. 38 We then transformed read abundances to presence-absence 465 data. We did this because PCR primer bias may distort template to PCR product ratios making read number unsuitable for inferring quantitative differences in 467 biomass, density, or community composition. 39-41 468 We assessed the effect of increasing spatial sampling by including more 469 individual samples. We simulated sampling increasing numbers of individual 470 cores by randomly bioinformatically pooling data from 1 -15 individually 471 collected cores and replicated this sampling 4 times. We calculated richness for 472 each level of sampling effort using the 'specnumber' function in vegan. We 473 calculated venn diagrams using the 'vennCounts' function in the limma 474
Bioconductor package and plotted this using the ggforce package to draw 475 circles. 42, 43 We assessed the effect of sampling effort on beta diversity using 476 non-metric multi-dimensional scaling (NMDS) ordination. The NMDS plot was 477 created with the 'metaMDS' function in vegan with 2 dimensions using Bray-478
Curtis dissimilarity with binary data (Sorensen dissimilarity). The number of 479 dimensions was chosen by calculating a scree plot using the 'dimcheckMDS' 480 function in the goeveg package (not shown). 44 A Shephard diagram and 481 goodness of fit calculations were created using the 'stressplot' and 'goodness' 482 functions in vegan. Beta dispersion was assessed using the 'betadisper' function 483 in vegan. We tested for significant interacting factors with permutational 484 multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) using the 'adonis' function in 485 vegan with the strata option so randomizations occur within sites. 486
We also assessed the effect of increasing spatial sampling by manually 487 pooling increasing numbers of cores. For a balanced design, we randomly subsampled cores from the 1C3E method down to 4 replicates to match the 489 number of replicates available for the XC3E method. We calculated richness for 490 each level of sampling effort as described above. Beta diversity was assessed 491 as described above (n=145), a single outlier was identified, removed, then the 492 analysis was re-run. 493
We assessed the effect of performing mixed template PCRs on single or 494 pooled triplicate DNA extractions. For a balanced design, we subsampled cores 495 from the 1C3E experiment to match the same 8 grid coordinates as used in the 496 1C1E experiment. We calculated richness and beta diversity as described 497 above. We calculated the difference in richness from the same samples 498 processed using one or three DNA extractions, checked for normality using 499
Shapiro-Wilk's test for normality and tested for significant differences in richness 500 across cores using pairwise Wilcox tests and adjusting p-values for multiple 501 comparisons using the Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) method. 45, 46 Beta diversity 502 was assessed as described above (n=95), two outliers were identified, removed, 503 then the analysis was re-run. Since we detected a significant interaction between 504 layer and experiment groups in the PERMANOVA, we tested for significant 505 pairwise interactions using the pairwise.adonis function with Bonferroni p-value 506 correction. 47 507
Site indicator ESVS were determined using the 'indicspecies' v1.7.6 508 package in R using the multipatt command. 48 Briefly, the indicator species 509 concept describes the species associated with a certain site or condition based on their fidelity to those conditions and absence from others. This concept can 511 be extended to the ESV or OTU rank when current reference databases do not 512 allow us to identify all sequences to the species rank. To create a balanced 513 design, a subsample from the same 4 grid coordinates from the 1C1E and 1C3E 514 methods was used to compare with the 4 replicates available from the XC3E 515 method. For each sampling method, site indicators were retained if they had a p-516 value <=0.05. To check whether the presence of recovered site indicators were 517 similar across experiments, we calculated Pearson correlations with the corr.test 518 function and adjusted for multiple testing using the "holm" method with the corr.p 519 function in the 'psych' package. 49 Significant correlations were visualized using 520 the 'corrplot' v0.84 package in R. 50 To illustrate the taxonomic distribution of site 521 indicators and their prevalence across samples, the 'metacoder' v0.3.0 package 522 in R was used to create heat trees. 51 An ESV x sample matrices enumerating 523 the reads recovered for site indicator ESVs using each method were formatted in 524 R to resemble QIIME output. From this, a sample matrix was constructed in R. 525
To improve clarity, we reduced the number of edges in the heat trees by 526 summarizing ESV taxonomic assignments to the species rank (instead of the 527 ESV rank). The taxonomic information was parsed using the parse_tax_data 528 command from the 'tax' v0.3.1 package in R. 52 Taxon abundance at all ranks 529 was calculated with the calc_taxon_abund command. Taxon occurrence per 530 sample group was calculated with the calc_n_samples command. 531
Data Accessibility 533
Raw reads are available from the NCBI Short Read Archive (SRA) (xxx). 
